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small MATTERS
By Sally Cole, Senior Editor

Nanoscale “memristive” RF switches enable
on-the-fly IC reconfiguration
Superfast nanoscale radio frequency (RF)
switches crafted by a team of University
of Massachusetts, Amherst researchers
are boasting reprogrammable features
akin to those involved in interneuron
communication.
Reconfigurable RF systems in use by
the military today depend upon the
availability of tiny switches that can be
integrated into chips and easily reprogrammed to serve different RF functions.
So far, though, the use of reconfigurable
RF switches has been severely limited by
performance drawbacks such as added
noise, size, power consumption, functional instability, and a lack of durability.
Now, new nanoscale RF switches based
on memristor technology can overcome
these challenges, thanks to a collaboration that combined the expertise of
two assistant professors within UMass
Amherst’s Electrical and Computer Engineering department, Joseph Bardin and
Qiangfei Xia. Professor Bardin’s main
area of expertise is RF devices, circuits,
and systems, while Professor Xia is an
expert in nanoscale memristive devices.
Both Bardin and Xia received the U.S.
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) Young Faculty Award
(YFA). “Our collaboration as was encour
aged by DARPA’s Microsystems
Technology Office Director Bill Chappell,
who served as our mentor within the
YFA program,” Bardin says.
So, what exactly is a memristor and
its role in the “nanoscale memristive
RF switches” invented by the duo? “It’s
essentially a nonvolatile device whose
resistance depends on the history of the
current/voltage applied to the device,”
Bardin explains. “By using appropriate
programming protocols, the DC resistance of these devices can be switched
over ten orders of magnitude. There
www.smallformfactors.com

are many flavors of memristors, but the
device that we demonstrated is specifically tailored for RF applications by
minimizing OFF-state capacitance and
ON-state resistance.”

to enable highly reconfigurable architectures that aren’t feasible today because
of the large physical dimensions of
today’s state-of-the-art RF switches,”
Bardin explains.

Reconfigurable RF systems are desirable
for reducing the parts count in communications and radar systems. “A typical
cellphone has several front-end chips, for
example, each of which serves to receive
a specific communications band,” Bardin
says. “Emerging reconfigurable RF technologies promise to enable the development of single-chip solutions where the
front end can be reconfigured on the fly
for the desired functionality.”

The switches’ ability to enable on-thefly IC reconfiguration could mean users
can make the device behave like a
cellphone signal emitter, for example,
then quickly reprogram it to serve as a
collision-avoidance radar component or
local radio jammer.

What’s in Xia and Bardin’s switches?
Just two conductive elements – a pair
of gold and silver electrodes – separated by an air gap of 35 nanometers.
Specific changes in voltages or currents
within these switches trigger the formation of disintegration of conductive
silver filaments between the elements,
resembling a neuron firing, in which tiny
gaps are briefly and reversibly bridged
by chemical neurotransmitters to allow
electrochemical signals to move from
one neuron to the next.
The key significance of this work is
that “compared to other RF switches,
our memristive RF switch is orders of
magnitude smaller in device size, but
nonetheless achieves quite promising
performance, even outperforming some
of the metrics of other state-of-the-art
technologies,” Bardin notes.
The biggest tech surprise along the
way for Bardin and Xia? Simply that the
switches worked as well as they did.
They expect the key application of their
work to be “the integration of large
numbers of switches directly into an IC

“The nanoscale dimensions of these
switches, their performance, and the
relative simplicity with which they can be
integrated into existing chip technology
bodes well for their inclusion within a
new generation of reconfigurable RF
chips,” says DARPA’s Chappell. “These
switches can change from one type of
radio to a completely different type, all
without a hardware change. We can even
use one chip set to switch from a communications system to a radar, which are
traditionally very different designs.”
The timeline for this technology? Still at
least several years out. “There are open
issues that we need to resolve,” Bardin
says. “We plan to work on improving the
endurance – number of times the device
can be reconfigured – and RF powerhandling capabilities.”
DARPA’s YFA program (www.darpa.mil/
work-with-us/for-universities/young-
faculty-award) identifies and engages
rising research stars in junior-faculty
positions at U.S. academic institutions
and introduces them to Department
of Defense (DoD) needs and DARPA’s
program-development process. YFA
awardees receive a $500,000 grant for
a two-year period, with an opportunity
to be considered for another $500,000
under the DARPA Director’s Award.
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Small Form Factor

www.sff-sig.org

SIG

By Alexander Lochinger, SFF-SIG President

Pico-ITX packs a punch
It was only a matter of time: Thanks to
Moore’s Law, the smallest embedded
open standard single-board computer
(SBC) form factor has broken into the
quad-core ranks. At a mere 72 by 100 mm,
Pico-ITX boards are now available
from a number of suppliers with Intel,
AMD, and Freescale ARM processors.
Thanks to tiny semiconductor geometries
down to 14 nm, these processors are
implemented as feature-rich systemson-chip (SoCs) with one, two, and four
cores and average power consumption
below 10 W.
The Small Form Factor Special Interest
Group (SFF-SIG) convened a working
group in 2007 to ascertain how to
create a broad reaching standard based
upon VIA Technologies’ first Pico-ITX
board. The working group considered
the inherent limitations in I/O, processor speeds, thermal dissipation, and
mounting-hole locations. At the time,
the VIA Eden family and Intel Atom
family were just single-core processors running up to 1.6 GHz maximum,
and the focus for Pico-ITX was solely
x86 processors.
The overachieving form factor
Fast forward eight years: The Intel Atom
E3845 clocks in – with quad core – at
1.91 GHz. In the same “Bay Trail” family,
the Celeron J1900 supports TurboBoost,
from 2.0 GHz to 2.42 GHz per core, as
long as there is thermal headroom.
For graphics-intensive applications,
AMD offers the G-series SoC “Steppe
Eagle” family up to quad core, with
the tradeoff being lower superscalar
CPU performance.
Not to be outdone, the rapidly growing
ARM processor community offers up
its own quad-core processor with PC-like

www.smallformfactors.com

I/O and 10-year life cycle, making it a
good fit for Pico-ITX as well. Freescale’s
i.MX6 family offers PCI Express, SATA,
USB, UART, and HDMI interfaces, quite
similar to its x86 counterparts. Although
the processor performance is less than
Intel’s and AMD’s, the power consumption of i.MX6 is also lower, only
several watts.

allows the rapid deployment of systems
with minimal hardware-design time.

Most of the Pico-ITX boards on the
market use commercial small-outline
dual-inline memory module (SODIMM)
memory and have an I/O “coastline”
with PC-style connectors such as USB,
Ethernet, HDMI, serial port, and/or
audio in/out. Some offer a SATA connector or a micro SD card connector for
storage. Due to extreme space limitations, the rest of the I/O has to be on
pin-header connectors around two or
three edges of the board.

Intel has stepped up its GPU capabilities substantially for its SoCs, and the
brand new “Braswell” platform can even
drive 4K video running Linux. Branded
as Pentium N3700 and Celeron N3000,
this family of processors brings efficient
computing to applications that required
a Core i3 or i5 processor last year (at a
much higher price tag). Look for special
features with this family, like MIPI camera
interfaces, remote manageability, and
health monitoring.

Room to expand
Embedded systems frequently need
some custom I/O; it is incumbent upon
SBC manufacturers to provide “hooks”
for attaching such I/O. While SFF-SIG
defined Pico-I/O using the SUMIT
interface in an attempt to provide a
consistent interface to a daughtercard,
so far most of the industry is using the
notebook PC market’s standard miniPCIe (PCI Express Mini Card) socket
for Pico-ITX expansion. One notable
trend over the past two years has been
for the embedded I/O manufacturers
to implement A/D and other functions
on mini-PCIe cards, therefore gaining
momentum as a de facto approach for
the embedded market. Leveraging miniPCIe wireless (802.11 and Bluetooth)
and m-SATA cards from the consumer
space is giving embedded system OEMs
a broad selection of proven expansion
modules. The building-block approach

Expect to see Pico-ITX boards in a variety
of rugged applications as well, with
industrial-temperature-range designs.
Smaller and lighter boards are much
easier to secure, with intrinsic shock and
vibration resistance, compared to the
much larger SBCs from a few years ago
in this performance class.

What’s next for Pico?
Now that the market usage is picking
up, additional suppliers have come on
board, and there is closer adherence
to processor-vendor roadmaps without
generation gaps.

Applications for Pico-ITX include medical
devices, transportation, advertising displays, IoT gateways, soldier training, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and
industrial automation. Although the gestation period has been long, Pico-ITX is
now poised for explosive growth, fueled
by unprecedented quad-core 1 GHz to
2 GHz performance.
Small Form Factor
Special Interest Group
408-480-7900
info@sff-sig.org
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PC/104

Consortium

By Stephen St. Amant, PC/104 Consortium President

PC/104 architecture: module, company, and
marketplace compatibility
The physical benefits of the PC/104 architecture are promoted often. If you are a
frequent PC/104 and Small Form Factors
reader, then you know these benefits
well: rugged stackable bus connectors,
a small footprint with corner mounting
holes, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
availability, and interoperability. Many
of the PC/104 products on the market
are also targeted for high-vibration and
extended-temperature environments.
The interoperable benefits of PC/104 can
be viewed through a few different lenses.
Through any one of them, this much is clear:

Compatibility is inherent to PC/104. Compatibility happens at the board level, at the
company level, and on the industry level as well.
Board-level compatibility
With PC/104, no one manufacturer has to be “all things to all customers”; this stance
is evident by the variety of business models in the PC/104 Consortium membership.
Some members have a broad cross-section of products ranging from single board
computers, to power supplies, to a variety of add-in cards. Other member companies
focus on advancing and exploiting specific technologies and interfaces such as video,
CAN bus, serial adapters, or DSP. Many Consortium members also produce enclosures
and system-level products based on their PC/104 technology. The point is, there is a
fantastic PC/104 ecosystem that works together. Outside system integrators and end
users have many choices when they are building their systems. On the design and
manufacturing end of things, this encourages innovation and healthy competition to
produce the best products on the market.

DESIGN YOUR SOLUTION TODAY
CALL (480) 837-5200
TS-7250-V2

PC/104 Peripherals

Extensible PC/104 Embedded
System with Customizable
Features and Industrial Temps

Our Line of PC/104 Peripheral Boards
Offer Maximum Functionality at
Minimum Cost.

Single Board Computer
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Digital I/O Boards
Ultra Long Range Wireless
Starting at
Software Controlled Relays
Multi-tech GSM, GPRS, HSPA modem boards
Qty 100
Intelligent battery back-up
Qty 1
Much more....

Starting at

$165
Qty 100
$199
Qty 1
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Embedded
systems that are
built to endure

$32
$30
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We’ve never
discontinued a
product in 30 years
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800 MHz or 1 GHz Marvell PXA166 ARM CPU
512 MB DDR2 RAM
2 GB SLC eMMC Flash Storage
PC/104 Connector
8k or 17k LUT FPGA
Available with
TS-ENC720 enclosure
Dual Ethernet

Multi-Function Daughter Cards

Unique embedded
solutions add value
for our customers

www.smallformfactors.com

“PC/104 IS DESIGNED
INTO A HUGE VARIETY OF
SYSTEMS AND PAYLOADS
WORLDWIDE, FROM
DEEP SEA TO SPACE AND
EVERYWHERE IN BETWEEN.”

with COM modules, augmented by PCIe mini cards, and even used as a kind of macro
component on larger form factors.
A solution for you
The PC/104 Consortium members offer hundreds of products, tools, and services.
Whether you like to build your own systems from scratch, need a robust platform for
your proprietary software, or looking for a full-on turnkey solution, think of the PC/104
Consortium’s membership as your preferred partners. The PC/104 marketplace is vast,
and it’s waiting for you.
Quick note to PC/104 Consortium members: Our Technical Committee is working
within itself – and soliciting support from major industry players – to establish a library
of reference designs for use by our members. We are excited about the project and
will keep you posted on the progress.
For more information visit the PC/104 Consortium website at www.pc104.org.

Company compatibility
Deployed systems implementing PC/104
can include products from more than
one manufacturer, as the carefully constructed PC/104 standards ensure that
the boards will work together. PC/104
manufacturers who provide systemlevel designs work with other PC/104
manufacturers when specific application needs cannot be met in-house. In
addition, technical support staff from
the PC/104 member companies tend to
become familiar with various products
from other vendors and how to make
everything work seamlessly. Result: In
the world of PC/104, cross-vendor compatibility is embraced, improved upon,
and leveraged.
Marketplace compatibility
PC/104 is designed into a huge variety of
systems and payloads worldwide, from
deep sea to space and everywhere in
between. Unmanned applications, surveillance, security, transportation, medical, gaming, scientific research – all of
these areas (not to mention many more)
are leveraging PC/104. Designers might
configure a standalone stack of PC/104
modules or a system-level solution with
an enclosure and I/O connectors.
It’s a bit less obvious when designers use
PC/104 in innovative or atypical ways,
but it happens all the time. Visit any
number of vertical industry tradeshows
and look for PC/104. When exhibitors
are generous enough to open hatches,
show cross-sections, or share systemlevel details, PC/104 can often be found
as part of a control unit, as a data-
collection node, or as an element in a
robust communication network. PC/104
finds itself on custom baseboards, paired
www.smallformfactors.com

DM&P SoC CPU Vortex86DX3 1GHz
Fanless Design with Low Power Consumption
Up to 2GB DDR3 onboard
Watchdog Timer, software programmable
Onboard 10/100/1000Mbps Ethernet
4x USB, 2x COM, VGA, LVDS, AUDIO, I2C, LPT or IDE
Extended Temperature: -40C to +85C (optional)

VDX3-ETX

Long-term availability for ETX form factor applications

8, 12 or NEW! 24 Port 10/100/1000 Mbps Switch
Conduction cooled or Air cooled options
Web GUI or CLI Management
Carrier Grade Ethernet Switching
With RJ-45 or Rugged Locking connectors
Small Form Factor, 4.550" x 4.393"
Extended Temperature Range -40C to +85C

The embedded ProducTs source
1.800.548.2319

www.wdlsystems.com

sales@wdlsystems.com
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SBCs: Industrial System Design
SBCs

Industrial System Design

Low-cost
embedded
development
kits accelerate
design cycles
By Pushek Madaan and Gagan Luthra
Low-cost development boards enable engineers to not only evaluate microcontrollers but also prototype embedded designs using the same development board.
Examples include (clockwise from top left: Arduino Micro, mbed LPC1768, LilyPad Arduino, Teensy, BlueFruit LE, PSoC 5 LP prototyping kit).

Increasing time-to-market pressures have led to the availability of full-featured
microcontrollers, sometimes called system-on-chip (SoC) processors. These feature-rich
microcontrollers or SoCs speed design by integrating a part of or, in some cases, all of the
hardware required to implement an embedded design. Developers can then focus their
design efforts on application-level functionality.
Greater integration, however, also
leads to greater processor complexity.
Depending on the microcontroller, it can
be challenging for developers to quickly
evaluate it for a particular application. To
ensure that developers can evaluate the
intended functionality of their microcontrollers, semiconductor manufacturers
offer peripheral boards and basic development boards.
In the past, semiconductor manufacturers typically used a proprietary interface for their development boards, which
required them to develop not only the
basic development board for a microcontroller, but peripheral boards as well.
As a result, these proprietary interfaces
often limited how quickly a manufacturer
could support new microcontrollers.

8 y

With the rise of the hobbyist market and
various embedded developer communities, semiconductor manufacturers can
now use popular standard interfaces
such as Arduino, Raspberry Pi, and mbed
for their development boards. These
standard interfaces enable customers to
easily switch between one development
board or another without having to worry
about changing peripheral boards. The
interfaces also enable the embedded
solution suppliers to provide a wider
range of peripheral boards that can
work with different development boards
based on the same standard interface.
Today, developers can use these standards-based development boards
for their initial evaluation of a microcontroller. However, when it is time to

Winter 2015 | PC/104 and Small Form Factors Buyer’s Guide

prototype their design, customers have
to build their own hardware modules, as
the form factor and cost of these development boards often restrict their usage
in a prototyping environment.
To ensure that developers can e
 valuate
their silicon in a prototyping platform,
silicon manufacturers and other embedded solution suppliers have begun to
offer low-cost development boards
in an easy-to-use form factor based
on standard interfaces. This enables
the engineers to not only evaluate the
microcontroller but also prototype their
embedded designs using the same
development board.
These development boards often come
with a generic breadboard-compatible
www.smallformfactors.com

interface, enabling the engineers to design these boards into their desired prototyping platform. These development boards not only allow developers to prototype
their designs more easily, but they also enable hobbyists to create their next project
without having to worry about creating a new platform for their application.

also features an iOS and Android app
that can be used to communicate
with the Nordic Bluetooth Low Energy
module.

There are a variety of such prototyping-ready boards available on the market today.
Each offers a unique set of features including smaller form factor, a breadboardcompatible interface, and an onboard programmer and debugger (Table 1).

LilyPad Arduino
LilyPad is a unique development board
designed by Arduino for wearable
applications. This board can be sewn
on clothes using conductive threads.
This board is based on the ATmega168
microcontroller and exposes a total of
20 I/Os (14 digital I/Os and six analog
I/Os), which can be used to interface with
a variety of digital or analog sensors.

Arduino Micro
The Arduino Micro is a development board developed by Arduino and Adafruit. This
tiny development board is based on the ATmega32U4 microcontroller and comes in
a breadboard-compatible form factor, which makes it easy to interface with. It also
exposes 20 digital input/output (I/O) pins and features a built-in USB to communicate
with a PC on its own.
The Arduino Micro comes with a preprogrammed bootloader firmware, enabling users to
download new firmware without having to connect an external programmer/debugger.
Bluefruit LE
The Bluefruit LE is a prototyping board developed by Adafruit. This board features an
ATmega32u4 interfaced with a Nordic Bluetooth Low Energy radio (nRF51822) over
a serial peripheral interface (SPI). This breadboard-compatible development board
exposes 20-plus general-purpose I/O (GPIO) pins for application development.
These GPIO pins support I2C, SPI, a universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter
(UART), and six analog inputs.
Preloaded with a bootloader project, the Bluefruit LE lets users program their
applications without the need for an external programmer. The Bluefruit LE board

Similar to any other Arduino platform,
LilyPad Arduino comes preprogrammed
with a bootloader. Users can download
new firmware via Arduino software.
mbed LPC1768
The mbed LPC1768 development board
is based on an ARM Cortex-M3 processor, which has a rich set of peripherals
including USB, Ethernet, CAN, and serial
protocols. This development board also
comes in a breadboard-compatible form
factor and exposes 32 I/Os.

Features

Arduino Micro

Bluefruit LE

LilyPad

mbed LPC1768

PSoC 5LP Prototyping Kit

Teensy

Processor

• ATmega32U4
8-bit AVR
• 16 MHz
• 32 KB Flash
• 2.5 KB SRAM
• 10-bit ADC

• ATmega32U4
8-bit AVR
• 16 MHz
• 32 KB Flash
• 2.5 KB SRAM
• 10-bit ADC
• nRF51822 32-bit
ARM Cortex-M0
• 16 MHz
• 256 KB Flash
• 32 KB SRAM
• Bluetooth Low
Energy Radio
• 10-bit ADC

• ATmega168V
8-bit AVR
• 20 MHz
• 16 KB Flash
• 1 KB SRAM
• 10-bit ADC

• NXP LPC 1768
32-bit ARM
Cortex-M3
• 100 MHz
• 512 KB Flash
• 64 KB SRAM
• Ethernet, USB,
CAN, DMA
• 12-bit ADC,
10-bit DAC

• CY8C5888LTI-LP097
32-bit ARM Cortex-M3
• 80 MHz
• 256 KB Flash
• 32 KB SRAM
• 24-bit DFB, 24x UDB,
CAN, DMA, 4x Opamp
• 20-bit DelSig ADC, 12-bit
SAR ADC, 4x Comparator
• CY8C5868LTI-LP039
32-bit ARM Cortex-M3
• 67 MHz
• 256 KB Flash
• 32 KB SRAM
• 24-bit DFB, 24x UDB,
CAN, DMA, 4x Opamp
• 20-bit DelSig ADC, 12-bit
SAR ADC, 4x Comparator

• Freescale
MK20DX256
32-bit ARM
Cortex-M4
• 72 MHz
• 256 KB Flash
• 32 KB SRAM
• CAN, DMA
• 16-bit ADC,
12-bit DAC

Programming

Bootloader

Bootloader

Bootloader

Programming
and debugging

Onboard programming
and debug

Bootloader

Interface

Breadboard
compatible

Breadboard
compatible

Custom
interface

Breadboard
compatible

Breadboard compatible

Breadboard
compatible

20

20

20

32

48

24

Arduino

Arduino

Arduino

mbed web IDE

PSoC Creator

Teensyduino

Number of I/Os
Development
platform
Language
Cost

C

C

C

C++

C, Verilog

C

$24.90

$26.95

$19.95

$54.95

$10.00

$19.80

Table 1 | A prototyping board comparison.
www.smallformfactors.com
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The mbed platform supports programming of the target device via standard
CMSIS-DAP or the mass-storage programmer mode, where users can simply drag
and drop a binary file to program the device.
The mbed is a web-based platform that allows users to write programs in C++, providing access to a wide variety of mbed libraries.
PSoC 5LP Prototyping Kit
PSoC 5LP Prototyping Kit is a low-cost platform by Cypress that enables users to
prototype designs with the ARM Cortex-M3 PSoC 5LP device. The PSoC 5LP device
features a 24-bit hardware digital filter block (DFB) coprocessor; CPLD-based universal
digital blocks; high-performance direct memory access (DMA) controller; highprecision 20-bit analog front ends (AFE) with programmable analog blocks including
op-amps, programmable gain amplifiers (PGA), filters, comparators, successiveapproximation-register (SAR), and Delta-Sigma analog-to-digital converters (ADC);

and the CapSense capacitive touchsensing solution.
This prototyping kit comes in a breadboard-compatible form factor and
exposes all of its 48 I/Os for application development. This board features a
unique snap-away onboard programmer
and debugger, based out of another PSoC
5LP device. This onboard programmer
and debugger can be used to program
and debug the target PSoC 5LP device
and also supports serial communication
protocols. The onboard programmer and
debugger can be bootloaded to implement any custom applications.
Teensy
Teensy 3.1 is a breadboard-compatible
prototyping-ready development board
that exposes 24 I/Os of the onboard
microcontroller unit (MCU). It features a
Freescale ARM Cortex-M4 MCU device
that supports 256 K flash and peripherals
such as 12-bit DAC, dual ADC, and CAN.
This development board comes preprogrammed with a USB bootloader and
supports application development via
Teensyduino, an add-on for Arduino IDE.
Faster, cheaper development
Today’s silicon manufacturers and
embedded suppliers provide low-cost
breadboard-compatible development
boards to enable developers to both
evaluate and prototype their designs
using the same hardware. With some
of these development boards costing
as little as $10, the decision whether to
design a custom development board
or use an off-the-shelf, breadboardcompatible, ready-made development
board is no question. The convenience of
being able to have several prototyping-
ready boards available in the development workspace simply makes designing
the next disruptive electronics product
much easier.
Pushek Madaan is senior product
marketing engineer at Cypress
Semiconductor.
Gagan Luthra is product marketing
manager at Cypress Semiconductor.
Cypress Semiconductor
www.cypress.com
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Extreme PC/104 - Reliable, Proven, Durable
Designed for harsh environments and extended temperature
Resists shock and vibration
Extended product lifecycles

CMx-BTx

CM1-86DX3
Extreme Rugged PC/104 SBC
with Intel® Atom™ E38xx Series SoC

Extreme Rugged PC/104 SBC
with Vortex86DX3 System-on-Chip
Follows Form Fit Function approach:
CM-435/430
Full ISA bus support
2GB soldered DDR3L memory
SATA, CFast, GbE, Fast Ethernet
VGA and 18/24-bit single channel
TTL/TFT

Bus type: PC/104, PC/104-Plus,
PCI-104
SATA, GbE, USB 3.0, USB 2.0
Up to 4GB DDR3L SO-DIMM
Supports VGA and LVDS

CM-920

SEMA-Cloud
PCI/104-Express SBC with
Intel® Core™ Processor
Max. 4GB soldered DDR3 memory
HDMI, VGA, LVDS display interfaces
8GB industrial grade SSD
SATA, CFast, GbE, Fast Ethernet
PCI/104-Express Type 1

ADLINK TECHNOLOGY, INC
Tel: 1-800-966-5200

info@adlinktech.com

www.adlinktech.com

Build Your Internet of Things
with SEMA-Cloud
Manage and control your devices
remotely in the Cloud
Transfer Data from devices to the
Cloud for applications
Reduce system downtime by
predictive maintenance
Perform firmware/software updates
remotely

COMs and SOMs

Medical System Design

Medical devices with
ultrasound-guided navigation
ease needle placement for
healthcare professionals
By Christian Eder
Modern medical-imaging devices rely on computers-on-module (CoMs) on custom carrier boards to create compact, powerful ultrasound machines.

“Stop – you have reached your destination.” With increasing traffic in healthcare centers,
clinics face many challenges. Battery-powered, high-computing-power portable imaging
systems – often based on COM Express modules – allow for increased medical-device
flexibility, effectiveness, and safety.
Invasive procedures are common in
operating theaters, intensive-care units,
emergency rooms, and diagnostics.
Doctors use them to inject drugs such
as painkillers and anesthetics, or to
take synovial fluid, blood, or tissue
samples. These procedures are simply
indispensable for medical diagnosis
and treatment.
During an invasive procedure, a needle
or other sharp instrument pierces the
skin and enters into body tissue. It needs
to travel past nerves, blood vessels, and
other internal body parts to reach the
often-minute target area. How can the
needle accurately get to a deep-lying
vein or the precise pain point? Even if
the needle only penetrates the body a
few centimetres, “flying blind” through
the body is risky, with possible side
effects ranging from bruising to a stroke.

12 y

The risk of injury is reduced if the needle’s path past blood vessels, nerves,
and tendons is planned in advance and
made visible (Figure 1). Navigated procedures are more successful and safer
for the patient. They are recommended
by national health organizations, such
as the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) or the Society
of Cardiovascular Anesthesiologists.
Successful treatment means faster
recovery and greater patient satisfaction. As a result, patients leave the
hospital sooner and with fewer complications, leading to cost savings.
Better imaging thanks to ultrasound
Ultrasound has been used in diagnostic
tests for a long time. For the last 30
years in the U.S., almost every baby’s
size or position has been determined by
ultrasound. In general, this technology
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is perceived as safe, as exposure to
contrast agents or radiation that occurs
with other imaging techniques is eliminated. During an ultrasound check, a
transducer moves back and forth or
rotates over the skin. It sends ultrasonic
waves into the body and receives the
reflected signals. These vary depending
on the structure of the targeted tissue.
From these signals, a 2-D image (plane)
showing vessels, organs, structures,
and fluids is generated. Sound easy?
Unfortunately, it’s not always been plain
sailing. In the past, astronomical prices
and high training costs formed a barrier
to the use of ultrasound-assisted technologies in the clinical setting.
Staying on course with coordination
and skill
Ultrasound-guided procedures are
complex and require a high degree of
www.smallformfactors.com

coordination and skill from the operator. While one hand sounds out the
target area, the other hand drives the
needle through the tissue. The success
depends on the clinician’s skill and experience. The inexperienced find it difficult to track the needle with the help
of the ultrasound image, and they run
the risk of inserting the needle past its
target point.
A 2-D journey through the 3-D maze
One of the challenges for the navigation system is that the needle is mapped
in a 2-D image plane as it makes its
way through the 3-D tissue (Figure 1).
Traditionally, there are two approaches:
the in-plane vs. the out-of-plane method.
In-plane
With the in-plane approach, the needle
moves parallel to the ultrasound beam.
In other words, the angle between the
needle and the plane is zero degrees.
The needle is visualized as a line. If the
needle diverges from its parallel route or
if it revolves along the axis, this is not visible in the picture. As a result, it is easy
to underestimate the depth of penetration. The in-plane approach is therefore
of limited use for deep-lying targets.
Out-of-plane
With the out-of-plane approach, a portion of the beam is deflected at an angle.
This ensures that it is possible to track
the needle even as it penetrates deeper
into the tissue. While an angled beam
makes it easier to visualize the needle,
it remains difficult to assess the exact
needle position. What exactly does the
dot in the ultrasound image represent?
Is it the tip of the needle or the point
where the needle meets the ultrasound
plane? Therefore, some procedures use
modified needles with built-in sensors.
These special needles are often thicker
and manufacturer-specific. Proprietary
needles limit clinicians in their choice of
needle gauge, length, and bevel type.
Another disadvantage of some special
needles lies in the fact that they need
to be manually disconnected from the
sensor after reaching their target position in order to connect the syringe
or injection tube. This may cause the
needle to deviate from its original and
www.smallformfactors.com

Navigated procedures are more successful and
safer for the patient. They are recommended by
national health organizations, such as the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) or the
Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiologists.

optimal position, increasing the risk of injury in tricky procedures. Another option
is needle guides that fix the needle’s direction and angle. The downside is a limited
freedom of movement for the practitioner.
Exploring new methods
The traditional methods of using 2-D imaging to find a 3-D route require great
experience, skill, and coordination from the clinician. Until the practitioner masters
this art, much training is needed and the risks remaining for the patient are not trivial.
Moreover, because proprietary needle systems restrict the choice of the appropriate
instrument, ultrasound-guided medical device company eZono has followed a
different route.
A long requirements list
The interdisciplinary eZono team analyzed the concerns and needs of hospital staff.
Their ideal device needed to be compact and portable. It also had to be capable
of battery operation in case there was no power outlet nearby. In point-of-care
diagnostics, devices are often used at the bedside or in consulting rooms. Here, the
need for a device that is easy to operate and can be used without much training was
particularly strong. Additional requirements included a device that provides reliable
information about the position and depth of the needle, and a device that eases the
workload while using familiar syringes and instruments. All this needed to be done
without the need to use additional plug-ins or extension modules. Plus the device
needed to increase safety, both for the patient and for the inexperienced operator.
The result was a completely new approach to ultrasound-guided navigation in the
eZono 4000.

Figure 1 | Presentation of ultrasound-guided procedure.
PC/104 and Small Form Factors Buyer’s Guide | Winter 2015
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Magnetic route planning
Instead of special needles with built-in
sensors, magnetized standard needles
can be used. Most standard needles
contain enough metal for them to be
magnetized sufficiently. The magnetization process is simple: The needle is
briefly placed into a small, sterile plastic
cup with two built-in magnets.
Adaptive needle detection automatically
calibrates the system for the selected
needle. The transducer incorporates a
needle tracking system that collects the
position data of the magnetized needle
and measures the signal strength of the
reflected soundwaves. Algorithms convert the measured values into 3-D data.
In addition to tracking the needle’s path
through the tissue, the depth of insertion is visualized. This requires complex
algorithms to turn the raw measurement
data of the hardware into a meaningful
image in real time; computing in the
eZono 4000 is conducted with congatec
AG’s conga-BAF module.
Visibility from any angle
As the needle moves through the tissue,
eZono 4000’s own needle guidance
technology, called eZGuide FreePlane
Navigation, visualizes its direction and
the location of the tip of the needle relative to the imaging plane in real time.
The operator can clearly see where
the needle is and when it has reached
the target area. Colored indicators in
the ultrasound image further facilitate
needle guidance. A target corridor indicates whether the needle is on the right
track. This makes precise needle positioning possible, both for the in-plane
and out-of-plane approaches.
Meeting healthcare requirements
The ultrasound guided needle system
meets the healthcare setting needs of size,
portability, functionality, and ease of use.

Figure 2 | The portable eZono 4000.

supported by its rear stand. Accessories such as quick-release VESA mounts or special
trolleys are available.
Battery operation
To enable use on the move, the device comes with a battery. In battery mode, the
device can operate for approximately 2.5 hours; this is long enough to carry out several consecutive procedures without recharging the battery. The compute-intensive
graphics applications require high-performance processors while battery operation
needs low power consumption. Both software and hardware are therefore optimized
for energy efficiency – fulfilled by the conga-BAF-module’s energy-efficient yet
powerful AMD Embedded G-Series APU platform.
Workload
The system is operated via a multitouch 12.1-inch display. Users are familiar with this
type of interface from their tablets and smartphones. There are many soft keys to
control important functions and settings. The display shows brilliantly sharp images;
even when lighting conditions are poor, which is a common issue in point-of-care
applications, the images are clear in 256 shades of gray. The device boots up in less
than 20 seconds from standby mode, and even a full start up takes barely a minute.
Preparation of the standard needles with the magnetizing cup is simple, sterile, and
quick. The sealed surfaces can be disinfected efficiently; this is an important point
when it comes to meeting the strict hygiene requirements of the medical environment. Easy cleaning and the use of standard needles also have a positive impact on
the cost of ownership.

Compact and portable
Weighing in at 4.7 kg, the eZono 4000
meets the requirement for a small, portable
device. It is reminiscent of a tablet PC
(Figure 2).

Short learning curve
Educational Cue Cards provide information and help for any kind of procedure
(Figure 3). This integrated training method bridges the gap between teaching and
practical clinical application. It covers the basics of ultrasound examinations, vascular access, local anesthesia, rescue blocks, musculoskeletal system disorders, pain
management, and many other topics. The Cue Cards can be expanded with new,
customer-specific topics.

Point-of-care diagnostics at the
bedside or in practice rooms
The device can be mounted on a trolley
or placed freestanding on any surface,

Reliable information about the position and depth of the needle
Adaptive needle tracking and a selection of display modes facilitate assessment.
The position of the needle tip can be correctly identified both with the in-plane and
out-of-plane method.

14 y
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Benefits of a COM Express solution
Modern specialist medical devices
require a high-performance computer,
yet the computer in such a device is only
the means to an end. The real know-how
lies in the medical technical application.
Designing a processor board is a complex job and a draw on resources that
would be better used for applicationspecific tasks. When using computerson-module (COMs), the computer part
is available off-the-shelf so the focus
can shift back to core competencies.
COM Express is one of the leading
module standards and is supported by
many module manufacturers. In addition
to the processor, a COM module also
contains the entire periphery and supply.
The COM module is a full-fledged computer that is mounted onto a custom
carrier board that contains the application-specific properties. This approach
provides several advantages. The crucial
know-how remains in-house while computer specialists such as congatec or
other COM vendors develop and manufacture the ready-made, pre-integrated
modules. Commercial challenges, such
as product discontinuations or new processor generations, are easier to handle
when using COM modules. The use of
standard modules guarantees long-term
device availability; it also saves time and
money because tested, proven, and certified components in industrial quality
are readily available.
A clever, low-power brain
The conga-BAF COM Express module
provides a mix of computing performance, graphics features, and power
efficiency. The low power draw allows
battery operation and the unit also functions well without fan cooling. To deliver
the complex tasks of needle navigation
and visualization, high computing power
and excellent graphics were an absolute
must. The space-saving and power-efficient two-chip AMD Embedded G-Series
APU platform includes a multicore processor along with a graphics unit that
offers the functionality of a dedicated
graphics card at the chip level (Figure 4).
This high level of integration also provides the basis for powerful image processing and quick visualization. With the
APU architecture, certain computing
tasks can be outsourced to the integrated graphics unit to relieve the CPU.
www.smallformfactors.com

Figure 3 | Various display modes help the clinician.

Figure 4 | congatec COM Express
computer-on-module with AMD
G-Series processor.

This results in latency-free operation and display. Using standardized graphics libraries
such as OpenGL and OpenCL, it is possible to outsource compute-intensive image
processing algorithms to the graphics unit for user-friendly presentation.
Improving medical devices for invasive procedures
In invasive medical procedures, ultrasound-guided navigation – powered by
COM Express modules – increases patient safety by lowering the risk of complications.
Treatment efficiency is increased because interventions can be carried out faster and
more easily. The training effort is low and clinicians with little experience in ultrasound
technology master this navigation technique safely after a short training period. The
use of standard needles pays off twice: First, these are proven, familiar instruments;
and second, their ready availability translates into a clear cost advantage. The treatment is faster, first attempt success rates are higher, and the incidence of artery injuries
is lower than with straight landmark-based procedures.

I

Christian Eder is director of marketing for EMEA at congatec. He holds
a degree in Electrical Engineering, University of Applied Sciences Regensburg,
Germany. Eder has more than 20 years of experience in embedded computing
and is one of the founders of congatec.
congatec
www.congatec.com
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The advantages and
disadvantages of using
commodity ARM evaluation
platforms in production
By Eric Rossi

Most folks in the ARM embedded world are familiar with names like Raspberry PI,
BeagleBone, Xplained, etc. These boards, as well as a whole host of others from various
ARM board manufacturers, have enticing price points that lure us into considering them
for use in production products. This class of board is designed and built to showcase or
evaluate a new hardware platform, thus labeling them evaluation boards or development
kits. Determining if it would be prudent to use a commodity evaluation board for
production depends on your application.
Some questions that must be answered before using a community evaluation board
for production are:
❚❚ How long does my product need to last without revision?
❚❚ Upon going end-of-life (EOL), will my product need to be supplemented with the
next-generation compatible product?
❚❚ For what environment will I be deploying this product?
❚❚ Will my software application code be simple and low-maintenance?
❚❚ Does my product require special functionality that will require special hardware
or software?
❚❚ What type of technical support and/or guidance will I need?
❚❚ Is price my driving factor?
There are many more questions that could come into play when making a decision
regarding whether or not to use an evaluation board; however, addressing the questions listed above provides a good start for making an informed decision.
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How long does my product need to
last without revision?
Product longevity is usually an issue for
most noncommodity embedded products. In the industrial marketplace, longevity is a paramount factor. A minimum
expectation for longevity in the industrial marketplace is typically five years,
although 10 or more years of longevity
is preferred. With ARM hardware –
which is typically leveraged by the
commodity marketplace – this kind of
longevity is getting progressively more
difficult to achieve. In some scenarios,
achieving three years of longevity is
considered good.
www.smallformfactors.com

In order to design a board with sufficient longevity, due diligence must be
performed to ensure that embedded (as
opposed to commodity) components
are being used in the design. Most of the
prominent integrated circuit (IC) component manufacturers have embedded
product lines in addition to their standard product lines. These embedded
product lines have extended, guaranteed product life spans that accommodate the longevity needs of the industrial
marketplace. Commodity components,
on the other hand, go EOL with short
notice when their sales numbers drop or
when a new replacement comes out.

Figure 1 | The EMAC SoM-A5D35
system-on-module – based on the
Atmel ARM A5 processor – allows
for design of a custom carrier board
that meets users’ I/O, dimensional,
and connector requirements.

low-volume orders. An important pitfall to watch for is that any evaluation board using
an LCD or commodity USB device is very prone to longevity issues, as these devices
typically have very short life spans.
Conclusion: If your application does not require product longevity and will not be
produced in large quantities, using an evaluation board may be suitable.

Another protection from component
obsolescence is the use of a module that
is guaranteed to have pin-compatible
counterparts should a component on the
module go EOL. In this scenario, if the
module you are using goes EOL you can
procure a pin-compatible module that
provides the same functionality as the
EOL module. This strategy is visibly used
in systems on module (SoMs), memory
modules, PCIe cards, and various communications modules. For example, an
application might be using an ARM SoM
which features a 500-MHz processor running Linux, 256 MB of RAM, Ethernet,
four serial ports, and a CAN port. If
this SoM goes EOL, you might be able
to upgrade to a pin-compatible 1-GHz
SoM running Linux with 512 MB of RAM,
Ethernet, four serial ports, and a CAN
port. Making this switch can be relatively
painless, as it will not require a board
revision and will only require minimal (if
any) software changes. The amount of
change required depends on your application and the SoM manufacturer.

Upon going EOL, will my product need to be supplemented with the nextgeneration compatible product?
Once the board you are using in your product goes EOL (which it inevitably will),
you will need a replacement strategy. If you design around a standard, then you can
count on the form factor (and even some of the connector and interfaces) staying
the same. For example, PC/104 has been an embedded standard for many years and
is still being supported today. The PC/104 standard dictates the size of the board,
the mounting holes, and even certain connectors and pinouts. Likewise, using a
SoM that has a standard pinout and form factor yields the same benefits, making
the transition from a present-generation product to a next-generation product that
much smoother.

Most evaluation boards are designed to
show off the latest and greatest hardware available at the time of design and
do not utilize embedded components in
all areas (embedded components may
not exist yet, or they may be revision A0
with lots of errata). Additionally, when
an evaluation board is no longer the
latest and greatest, it may take a back
seat (in terms of stock availability and
addressing any issues) to newer evaluation boards. As the evaluation board
becomes scarce, its once low price will
often rise. Also, purchasing evaluation
boards in quantity can be problematic
since they’re commonly produced for

Will my software application code be simple enough to not require much
maintenance?
Most evaluation boards come with a standard desktop distribution of Linux. While
these Linux distros work well for desktops, it is far from ideal for an embedded application. There are embedded distributions – such as Open Embedded and EMAC Linux
OE – that are specifically tailored for embedded applications.

www.smallformfactors.com

Conclusion: If your application does not require next-generation upgrades, then
using an evaluation board may be suitable.
For what environment will I be deploying this product?
Will the product you are creating require an extended temperature range? Will it
operate in an environment with a lot of vibration? If so, an evaluation board may not
suitable for your application. Most evaluation boards are only designed to show off
the hardware; not much thought is put into designing these boards to operate in harsh
environments. The robust component packages and connector choices required for
a high-vibration environment are typically discarded in favor of cheaper and/or more
convenient components/connectors.
Conclusion: If your application does not require operating in a harsh environment,
then using an evaluation board may be suitable.

These embedded distributions differentiate themselves in a number of ways.
Embedded distributions are designed for continuous unattended operation. They
take into account a number of factors, such as remote updating, build integrity, the
resiliency of flash memory, and the need to avoid corruption when power is removed
suddenly to ensure that the application will retain reliability despite the real-world
hurdles that are faced by embedded systems every day. They also isolate the development environment from the desktop environment so that a change in the desktop
system (such as a security or kernel update) does not cause the development system
to break.
PC/104 and Small Form Factors Buyer’s Guide | Winter 2015
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The software development kit (SDK) should be well integrated into the integrated
development environment (IDE) for seamless compiling, linking, and debugging.
For applications that require a graphical user interface (GUI), the IDE should also
support what-you-see-is-what-you-get (WYSIWYG) GUI development. These needs
are met by EMAC OE, but often are not met by the tools available for commodity
hardware.
Conclusion: If your application code is relatively simple and will not require much
maintenance, then using an evaluation board may be suitable.
Does my product require special functionality that will require special hardware
or software?
Most evaluation boards come with standard computer functionality (video, Ethernet,
serial, audio, USB, SD flash card socket, etc.). If you need more special functionality –
such as valve drivers, relays, sensors, encoders, motor drives, etc. – then you will have
to start bolting boards onto your evaluation board. Besides raising the price of the
system, you now have a system that may be disjointed and sports a maze of cables.
By using a custom board or semicustom SoM, all of this functionality can be built onto
a single board or a SoM carrier board, providing a much cleaner, more reliable, and
more cost-effective solution.
Additionally, all of these special devices will require device drivers (some real time),
which must be part of the board support package (BSP) for your hardware. With
commodity hardware, these may be very difficult to come by. With a custom or semicustom solution, these will be provided to you (and supported) by the vendor that
provides you with your custom solution. If you can find these drivers for a commodity
solution, it is very unlikely that you will be able to get support for them as well.

THE
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Conclusion: If your application does not
require special functionality, then using
an evaluation board may be suitable.
What type of technical support
and/or guidance will I need?
Mainstream evaluation boards generally
have good support within the community of hobbyist and other similar users.
However, if you cannot get answers to
your questions from the community it
may be very difficult to get answers from
the manufacturer of the evaluation board.
By the evaluation board’s nature, the
community is where support is furnished,
and this is reflected in the price. The
bottom line is that providing professional
support costs money. One of the significant ways in which evaluation boards
keep their costs low is by expecting support to be provided for free by hobbyists
helping other hobbyists. The following
problems result from this type of support
when developing a professional product:
❚❚ Slow or no response –
Support responses often come
very slowly from the community,
since the providers of this support
are hobbyists who are providing
the support in their free time.
Additionally, since the support
personnel are not being paid for
their efforts, there is no guarantee
that anyone will even respond to
a support request. The questions
answered are typically those found
either to be easy to answer or
interesting to the hobbyist providing
the answer. Additionally, an entire
team may decide to go on hiatus
simultaneously, leaving you high and
dry while looking for support.
❚❚ Quality issues – Since the community
members providing the support
are not accountable, there is no
guarantee of quality. In some cases,
answers are given that are presented
as facts but in reality are only guesses
as to what the answer may be. All too
often, community-provided support
responses are of questionable quality
and suffer from the “one question,
many answers” effect. In other words,
if you ask five different community
members the same question, you
www.smallformfactors.com

may get five different answers.
Each answer may, superficially,
appear to work. However, four
(or even all five) of the answers may
suffer from hidden problems, such as:
only works until a reboot; does not
work when certain hardware switches
on or off; works only until an external
dependency changes (such as a
hobbyist website with no longevity
guarantee on its content); only works
for one specific user; only works in
one specific network; only works in a
development version; breaks as soon
as a bug is fixed. Professional support
is tailored towards applications
that are intended to be put into
production and, as a result, provides
answers that have been found to
work around all of these common
pitfalls. Community support typically
knows little to nothing about putting
a product into production.

Conclusion: If price is not the driving factor or is only one of several driving
factors, then further consideration should be taken. If your driving factor is price and
longevity is of no concern, then using an evaluation board may be suitable.
What’s the consensus?
Evaluation boards are great for evaluating a particular processor and experimenting.
The community support is generally good and the investment in the hardware is
minimal. However, if you are planning to design a production product around an
evaluation board, it is wise to very carefully consider each of the questions posed
above. Failure to consider these questions can leave you with a product that can no
longer be built and may be very difficult to replace.
Eric Rossi is engineering manager at EMAC, Inc.
EMAC, Inc.
www.emacinc.com

Support beyond simple technical support is very difficult to get for commodity
hardware as well. If you need a custom
real-time driver or a modification made
to the hardware, more than likely this
support will not be available from the
manufacturer of the evaluation board.

Is price my driving factor?
If price is the driving factor and no customization of the hardware is required,
it is hard to argue with the evaluation
pricing in general. Their price point
is set with a very low margin (some at
break-even or a loss) designed to entice
people to experiment or design with the
base hardware and thus gain traction in
the marketplace. However, if you are
going to be ordering in large quantities,
evaluation boards cannot offer much of a
discount as they are already discounted.
Additionally, commodity hardware
will require you to provide a solution
for manufacturing your product with
the software installed and tested. An
embedded manufacturer will provide
the software installation and testing
service for you, but you will need to provide this yourself if you use commodity
hardware.

“

Reduce, Save, Improve.
Elma’s Rugged Platforms
Do All That - And More.

No one in embedded computing offers as many products
and services as Elma. Our packaging, thermal and I/O
interface expertise, plus years of expert embedded subsystem designs gives our customers a serious advantage.
We are an extension of your team -- we fill in where you
need us most, and we’re there every step of the way.
Find out why Elma is truly
Your Solution Partner.

ECD-May_Elma-Cisco_Ad.indd 1

www.smallformfactors.com

“

Conclusion: If your application does
not require support and guidance from
the board manufacturer, then using an
evaluation board may be suitable.

4/17/2015 1:50:48 PM
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Communications & Networking

Communications & Networking

PEAK-System Technik
GmbH

PEAK-System Technik
GmbH

PCAN-PCI/104-Express
(Part No.: IPEH-003058)

PCAN-PC/104 (Part No.: IPEH-002057)

The PCAN-PCI/104-Express card enables the connection of 1, 2, or 4 CAN buses to a PCI/104-Express system. Up to 4 cards can be stacked together. The CAN bus
is connected using a 9-pin D-Sub plug on the slot brackets supplied. There is galvanic isolation of up to 500
Volts between the computer and CAN sides. The card is
available as a single, dual, or four-channel version. The
card is supplied with the CAN monitor PCAN-View for
Windows® and the programming interface PCAN-Basic.
Device drivers are available for Windows® and Linux.

The PCAN-PC/104 card enables
the connection of one or two CAN networks to a PC/104 system. Multiple PCAN-PC/104 cards can easily be operated
using interrupt sharing. The CAN bus is connected using a
9-pin D-Sub plug on the slot bracket supplied. The card is
available as a single or dual-channel version. The opto-decoupled versions guarantee galvanic isolation of up to 500 Volts
between the PC and the CAN sides. The PCAN-PC/104 is supplied with the CAN monitor PCAN-View for Windows® and the
programming interface PCAN-Basic. Device drivers are available for Windows® and Linux.

www.peak-system.com/quick/PC104-4
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p373188

www.peak-system.com/quick/PC104-1
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p373191

Communications & Networking

Communications & Networking

PEAK-System Technik
GmbH

RTD Embedded
Technologies, Inc.

PCAN-PC/104-Plus Quad
(Part No.: IPEH-002099)

Scalable Gigabit Ethernet

The PCAN-PC/104-Plus Quad card enables the connection of four CAN networks to a PC/104-Plus system. Up
to four cards can be operated, with each piggy-backing
off the next. The CAN bus is connected using a 9-pin
D-Sub plug on the slot brackets supplied. There is galvanic isolation of up to 500 Volts between the computer
and CAN sides. The PCAN-PC/104-Plus Quad is supplied
with the CAN monitor PCAN-View for Windows® and the
programming interface PCAN-Basic. Device drivers are
available for Windows® and Linux.

RTD offers innovative stacking,
expandable 1 Gbps Ethernet
switches. An initial Host module offers eight switched ports
and an Ethernet connection through the PCIe/104 bus to
an optional host CPU. The switch expands in groups of eight
simply by stacking expansion boards on the Host. New boards
automatically connect to the switch. Integrators can choose
from easy to wire 10-pin headers or standard RJ-45 jacks.
These switches are compatible with RTD’s stacking expandable
IDAN® enclosure system which includes Cisco 5915 embedded
routers, Intel-based CPUs and a variety of robust data
acquisition, signal processing and specialty I/O modules.

www.peak-system.com/quick/PC104-3
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p373189

www.rtd.com/switch
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p373198

Communications & Networking

Communications & Networking

PEAK-System Technik
GmbH

RTD Embedded
Technologies, Inc.

PCAN-PC/104-Plus
(Part No.: IPEH-002097)

RTD Router System with
Cisco 5915 ESR

The PCAN-PC/104-Plus card enables the connection of one or
two CAN buses to a PC/104-Plus system. Up to four cards can
be operated, with each piggy-backing off the next. The CAN bus
is connected using a 9-pin D-sub plug on the slot bracket supplied. The card is available as a single or dual-channel version.
The opto-decoupled versions guarantee galvanic isolation of up
to 500 Volts between the PC and the CAN sides. The PCANPC/104-Plus is supplied with the CAN monitor PCAN-View for
Windows® and the programming interface PCAN-Basic. Device
drivers are available for Windows® and Linux.

The HiDAN HDC5915-5 is a
5-port Fast Ethernet router system based on the Cisco
5915 ruggedized embedded router. This system enables the
deployment of Cisco Mobile Ready Net capabilities in mobile,
air, ground and unmanned applications. RTD's waterproof,
milled aluminum packaging and cylindrical connectors
create an ideal chassis for this advanced Cisco 5915
system. This compact system pairs the proven ruggedness
of RTD products and enclosure technology with the robust
quality and performance of Cisco’s 5915 Router. The HiDAN
HDC5915-5 offers reliable operation in -40° to +85°C
temperatures and under high shock and vibration conditions.

www.peak-system.com/quick/PC104-2
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p373190

www.rtd.com/router
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p372986

www.smallformfactors.com
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Industrial Automation & Control

Infotainment & Gaming

EMAC, Inc.

ADLINK Technology

iPAC-9x25 - ARM SBC

Am-ITX-SL-G Mini-ITX
Embedded Motherboard

ñ Atmel 400MHz w/133MHz System Bus and JTAG
ñ 128MB of DDR2 RAM, 4GB
of eMMC, 16MB Serial Flash
ñ 36x GPIOs &amp; 8x
Hi-Drive Output, 4x 16-bit
PWMs

ñ SPI, I2C and I2S
ñ 1x CAN Bus
ñ Wide Temperature -40° to
+85° C
ñ EMAC OE Embedded Linux
ñ 3.77” × 3.54”

ñ 2x 10/100 BaseT Ethernet
with RJ45
ñ 2x USB 2.0 High-speed
Host Ports
ñ 1x USB Full-Speed Host
ñ 1x USB 2.0 High-speed
Device Port
ñ 3x RS232, 1x
RS232/422/485

ñ Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
(optional)

Quantity 100: $182/each

The versatile ADLINK Am-ITX-SL-G
Mini-ITX embedded motherboard is based on 6th Generation
Intel® Core™ i7/i5/i3 and Pentium® desktop processors with Intel®
Q170/H110 Chipset and offers dual DDR4 SODIMM memory sockets.
The AmITX-SL-G is specifically designed for customers who need highlevel processing and graphics performance with a long product life.
Features include expansion capability via one PCIe x16, one PCIe x1,
and two Mini PCIe slots; support for GPIO, SMBus, and I2C; and AMI
EFI BIOS providing embedded features such as hardware monitoring
and watchdog timer. The board is ready-for-use as a COTS solution for
infotainment, medical, and industrial automation applications.

www.emacinc.com/products/pc_compatible_sbcs/IPAC-9X25
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p372506

www.adlinktech.com
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p373192

Industrial Automation & Control

Military & Aerospace

EMAC, Inc.

Active Silicon

SoM-A5D36 System on Module

Phoenix-D48CL-PCI/104-Express
Frame Grabber

ñ Atmel ARM Cortex A5
536MHz Processor
ñ 512MB of LP DDR2 RAM,
4GB eMMC, 16MB
Serial Flash
ñ 22x GPIOs (3.3V), 4x PWMs
ñ 10/100/1000 BaseT
Ethernet (Dual Optional)
ñ 2x USB 2.0 High-Speed
Host Ports
ñ 1x USB 2.0 High-Speed OTG
ñ 6x Serial Ports
ñ SPI, I2C, and I2S
ñ 2x CAN Bus
ñ 2x USB 2.0 High Speed Host
ports

ñ 1x USB 2.0 High Speed OTG
ñ 5x Timer/Counters
ñ 24-bit LCD 4-wire Resistive
Touch Controller
ñ Wide Temperature -40° to
+85° C
ñ EMAC OE Embedded Linux
ñ 2.66” ×2.375”

Quantity 100: $135/each

Active Silicon’s Phoenix-D48CLPCI/104-Express frame grabber
captures from single Base, dual Base
or Medium Camera Link cameras.
This universal board offers the flexibility and speed of Camera Link
in the embedded and rugged PCI/104-Express form factor. The
Phoenix uses a single lane (Gen1) PCI Express interface and is
designed to operate over an extended temperature range. Our
Software Developers Kit is ideal for OEM integration with a common
API across all supported operating systems including Windows, Linux
and QNX. The Phoenix board is tailored to work in high-reliability
embedded applications e.g. in scientific research, medical imaging,
security or in aerospace and military projects, including UAV.

www.emacinc.com/products/system_on_module/SoM-A5D36
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p372683

www.activesilicon.com/products_fg_phx.htm
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p373187

Industrial Automation & Control

Military & Aerospace

Sundance Multiprocessor
Technology Ltd

ADL Embedded Solutions

EMC2-Z7015

The EMC²-Z7015 is a
PCIe/104 OneBank™ SBC
with a Xilinx Zynq SoC, Artix-7 FPGA fabric and a
VITA57.1 FMC™ LPC I/O board. The main processing power of the EMC²-Z7015 is a Dual Core ARM9
and combined with traditional FPGA fabrics/gates
+ High-Speed I/O interfaces, like USB2.0, HDMI,
1Gb Ethernet and SATA and provide an total solution for any Embedded Application.
bit.ly/1Q23zBs
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p372886
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ADLE3800PC
NEW ADLE3800PC – Intel® Atom™
Processor E3800 Series PCIe/104 SBC
ñ Intel Atom processor E3800 Series SoC,
ñ
ñ
ñ
ñ

DC/Quad
Junction Temperature Rated at -40C to +110C
Up to 8 GB DDR3L-1333, 1.35V SoDIMM204 Socket
Onboard mini PCIe/mSATA Socket
4x USB 2.0, 1x USB 3.0, 2x Serial COM, 2x SATA 3 Gb/s, 2x GLAN Ethernet

APPLICATION AREAS
ñ Military & Defense Rugged SFF
ñ Rugged Mobile Computing
ñ Portable Medical Devices
ñ Mobile Autonomous Systems for Civil, Commercial and Defense
Applications Including: – Unmanned Ground Vehicles – Robotic Subs –
Unmanned Avionics – Unmanned Buoys and Other Surface Vehicles

www.adl-usa.com/products/detail/103/adle3800pc
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p372042
www.smallformfactors.com

Military & Aerospace

Military & Aerospace

ADL Embedded Solutions

North Atlantic Industries

ADLMES-8200 Series

Nano Interface Unit – NIU1A

ADLMES-8200 Rugged
Enclosure Systems

Modular

ñ Modular Sidewall Design Supports Variable PC/104 Stack
Heights (2 - 6 Cards) or Expanded 3.5” SBC Intelligent Systems
ñ High and Low IP (Ingress Protection) Systems Possible via High
IP, Modular Chassis Design Coupled with Full Custom, QuickTurn I/O Panels
ñ Broad Portfolio of PC/104 SBC Options Ranging from LowPower Intel® Atom™ processors E3800 to High Performance 4th
Generation Intel Core i7 processors
ñ Fully Supported by ADL Embedded Solutions’ Team of
Solidworks Engineers for Model and or Design Support
ñ Options for MIL-STD 810, MIL-STD 461, and MIL-STD 704/1275
ñ Designed for MIL-STD 810 Shock & Vibration

Configure to Customize
NAI’s NIU1A is a nano-sized unit
with an integrated power supply, one
function module slot, and an optional ARM Cortex-A9 processor. Ideally suited for rugged military, industrial, and commercial applications,
this small, low-power unit delivers off-the-shelf solutions that accelerate deployment of SWaP-optimized systems.
Architected for Versatility
NAI’s Custom-On-Standard Architecture™ (COSA™) offers a choice
of over 40 intelligent I/O and communication functions. Pre-existing fully-tested functions can be quickly and easily selected to meet
system requirements. Individually dedicated I/O and communication
processors allow mission computers to manage, monitor, and control
the functions via single or dual Ethernet ports.

www.adl-usa.com/products/category/2/modular-enclosure-systems
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p371055

www.naii.com
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p372667

Military & Aerospace

Military & Aerospace

ADLINK Technology

RTD Embedded
Technologies, Inc.

CMx-BTx Extreme Rugged
PC/104 Single Board Computer

Intel Core i7 Expandable System

ADLINK’s CMx-BTx family of PC/104
form factor SBCs feature the Intel® Atom™ E38xx SoC processor series,
with choices of single to quad-core CPUs running from 1.33 GHz to
1.91 GHz and support for up to 4GB DDR3L using a SO-DIMM socket.
The product family delivers efficient performance and power consumption levels and targets industrial automation, transportation,
energy and military applications requiring industrial-grade stability. Models are available with various bus options based on PC/104,
PC/104-Plus and PCI-104 specifications and supporting an extended
temperature range. The CMx-BTx product family is also designed to
withstand 50G shock and 12G vibration per MIL-STD-202F.

RTD IDAN® eBuild™ systems offer
users rapid up-time for system
development and deployment.
Choose from three different pre-configured starter systems with
a CPU and power supply. These systems use modular elements,
allowing expanded functionality when paired with RTD's wide
selection of peripheral modules. RTD’s robust Intel® Core™ i7 eBuild
offers high-performance for rugged applications in extended
temperature environments. Choose from single-core, dualcore, and quad-core configurations. These systems feature a
synchronized power supply, an integrated 2.5-inch SATA carrier,
and standard I/O including Gigabit Ethernet, USB, Serial, SVGA,
DisplayPort, and programmable digital I/O. The CPU is designed
with soldered SDRAM and solid-state flash storage for high shock
and vibration situations.

www.adlinktech.com
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p373193

www.rtd.com/i7
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p373199

Military & Aerospace

Military & Aerospace

Curtiss-Wright Defense
Solutions

Themis Computer

Parvus DuraWORX 80-41
4th gen Core i7 Mission Computer and
Cisco Router from Curtiss-Wright.
A scalable, all-in-one computing unit
designed to reduce size, weight and
power (SWaP) and simplify systems integration (thermal, cabling, power,
installation) for tactical computing, IP networking and situational awareness
applications. The 80-41 can withstand extended temperature, high shock
and vibration environments. It integrates the capabilities of the standalone
Parvus DuraCOR 80-41 computer and DuraMAR 5915 router subsystems
together with options for DuraNET Ethernet switching and PCIe/104™ I/O
card expansion. Based on a powerful quad-core Intel Core i7 processor paired
with a Cisco 5915 Embedded Services Router (ESR) in a fanless, waterproof
IP67 chassis, the DuraWORX 80-41 is ideal for mobile, airborne and ground
vehicle applications.
bit.ly/1LlFEFn
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p373194
www.smallformfactors.com

NANOSWITCH™ RUGGED 16 PORT
GIGABIT ETHERNET SWITCH WITH
EMBEDDED x86 PC
The Themis NanoSWITCH™ is a SWAP-C
optimized rugged multi-layer gigabit Ethernet switch with an embedded
x86 PC. The NanoSWITCH brings enterprise level layer 2/3 switching into
demanding environments. Typical applications include: vehicle network
switching, distributed architecture vehicle controller, VICTORY compliant
switch, router, timing, and control, WAN – LAN interconnectivity and firewall, and shared processing and peripheral communications. NanoSWITCH
provides 16x or 10x external Gigabit Ethernet ports that operate at rates of
10, 100, and 1000 Mbps, and includes a full management suite and CLI for
controlling switch and routing operations. The NanoSWITCH supports sophisticated IPv4 and IPv6 routing, including tunneling and IP Multicast, VLANs, and
IETF, IEEE, and DSL Forum standards.
Themis Computer
47200 Bayside Parkway, Fremont, CA 94538
www.themis.com/nanoswitch
smallformfactors.opensystemsmedia.com/p369989
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NEW Low Power PC/104 SBC
with Long Term Availability

Rugged Intel® Quad-Core Computer
with Two Ethernet and USB 3.0

Industrial Quad-Core Freescale
i.MX 6Q Cortex A9 ARM® SBC

Single Board Computers
COM Express Solutions
Power Supplies
I/O Modules
Panel PCs

Rugged Products
for Your Critical
Mission

When the success of your mission is on the line, you can’t afford to waste
time and money on poor technical support or products with long lead times.
With over 30 years of being a key supplier to the MIL/COTS industry,
WinSystems understands your needs of products that withstand harsh environments, continuous uptime and long term availability. Our engineers are
ready to guide you through product selection, customization, implementation
and lifelong support.
Considered by our clients, to be The Embedded Systems Authority,
WinSystems focuses on the latest rugged embedded technology and provides a consultative approach to your systems design.

New Functionality, Exclusive Content, Fresh Design
The NEW www.winsystems.com
715 Stadium Drive I Arlington, Texas 76 011
Phone: 817-274-7553 I Fax: 817-548-1358
info@winsystems.com

